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COMMUNITY UPDATE
Look at all of those supplies on the table, and believe it or not, we have a lot MORE!!!!
WOW! Thank you so much for donating to our engineering challenge. We will keep whatever
we do not use for this challenge for future challenges, unless you would like me to send
unused materials back home. Please let me know. Thank you so much!
I also want to thank you for taking the time out of such a busy time of year to meet with me.
Although it’s such a quick amount of time, I do appreciate being able to have conversations
about your children. I very much look forward to our continued time to work together this
year.
We have had a busy week. I’m sending home a condensed version of the newsletter. I hope
to communicate the main ideas and topics of what happened throughout the week so at the
very least you know what went on during your child’s daytime world.
HOLIDAY SPECIAL “HOMEWORK” UPDATE
Thank you for reviewing the holiday assignment with your child and returning it signed. Because there is work to be done at home, and
whatever gets done directly impacts another child, I want to ensure you know what is expected.

In READING:

In SCIENCE:

* Summarizing- an introduction to and
guided practice in a small reading group
setting.

* Studies Mt. Saint Helens
eruption

* Metacogntion- Continued to use
thinking stems to write down
thinking about independent
reading books.
* Independent reading time with
conferences.
In WRITING:
* Narrative Writing- Practiced
identifying plot
* Made a plot resource
* Spelling test
* Finished up long- o practice
* Independent writing
In MATH:
* Place value with number lines
and endpoints and also reviewed
where commas go
*

Regrouping with Addition- small
group instruction and practice
with using base ten blocks in
order to apply the traditional
algorithm

* Array activities which included a
creative project
* Began December calendar for
number corner- pointed out that
the topic is fractions

* Studied mudslides and floods
(both as a result from volcanic
eruptions and hurricanes)
* Began a STEM engineering
challenge to build a house that
will stay dry during a flood and
mudslide. Retaining walls can
be added to the area, along with
the house that’s built.
* Weather Forecasts: Began
looking a different weather
forecasts in order to begin
preparing to create their own!
In OUR COMMUNITY:
* Open Circle: Learned about the
feelings that occur when a
person gets upset. Learned
about the brain has two parts
and how feelings are felt in those
two areas.
* Challenge: Captured nuclear
waste and worked together to
dispose of it.

kcoronato@sau21.org
GET OUT YOUR
CALENDARS
December 7- no school for
students- teach workshop
December 21- early release
December 24- January 1:
Holiday Break, come back on
January 2
BLOG:
mrscoronato.edublogs.org
Student blogs will be starting
soon! I have already set up
some times next week with Ms.
H (long- term substitute teacher
in the computer lab). I’ll keep
you updated.
Read Aloud Books & Videos:
Science, No Fair! - Our chapter
book read aloud
Several videos and a story read
aloud about Mt. Saint Helens
We have also been reading lots
of short story narratives.

